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DnESIt AND OPMRATING CHAkW'CTERISTIC' OF A
SPLIT HOPKINSON PRESSURE BAR APPARATUS

ABSTRACT

S . A split Horkinson bar apparatos capable of conducting compressive stzain
rate tests at xates ranging from SO to 1 0 4~ in./in./sec has betn designed and
assealbed. Iv principle, the upparatus i3 similar to that first used by Kolsky
in 1949. The design of the apparatus is presented in two parts: the stress-
generttipg system, and the stress-determination systezm. Detailed drawings of
major component- of the stress-generating system are inchldtd. The technique
uzed tu analyze results is presented. A listing of a comirnter code 4hich incor-
orates this technique is also included. The code provids a rapid method for
computing the one-dimensional response of the sample of interest. Results foz"
60641-T6 and 1100-C ,•lujuinum, which are in gond agreement with those obtained by
other investigators, are given as a cheek case for the system desigaed.
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Thisreprt resnts -_,ig~ deailsandopeatinalproc edu re of a split

of Aynaic tr~s-srai reatinshps f bth etalicand ncnmc-tallic ma~terials.
In pincplethe.7paraus s smilr t tht u-,e byKolsky;l Campbef and Duby';-

L K~rafft, Sullivan, and Tipper;3 Maide-n and Campbeli;4 Hauser, Simmons, and Dorn::'
Davl*-s and' Hunter;C Chiddi-ster and Malvern;7 and Maiden and Greon.8 In this tech-
nique, stress-strain relationships at rates ranging fromi SO in./in./sec to abo':L
10 in./in.//sec can be obtained by considering the transmission of a stres-1 wave
through a test specimen sandwviched between two elastic bars. The afkreijrntioned
investigators differ only in the manner in which they generate ant! record the
-tress wave. Sic -t first usage by Kolsky over 201 years ij?, to determine dy-
namic scress-strain curveb ,:sing the Fplit Hopkinson bar aripalatus, the assumption
of stress uniformity in the zvzcimen and effect of frict-ion. ac the peciý2en-bar
interfaces and bpecimen geomelry I-ave been examined by -.npay investigators. Davies
and Hunter6 1Ixiie fuund that in order to neglect radidi friction effects at the
specimen-bar interfaces, the iatio o2 lncw~~Icngth to radius should be at least
unity. Effects of axial inertia and rafti:- Inertia weire also investigated byI Davies and Hunter; they polit~ jut that che radi--i andl axial cffects, 3re compensat-.
ing and will compensate e~aCLIV if -:Pecisie~i1 C'f length r. vy~r are used (where
r is the specimen radiis, and I~ s an ;ffýctive psonratio for the spesciren.
under the conditions of the ~ei~~-. It is aiso found that the axial ine-cia
effect is a cause oý the ýuunfolicyo cond-itions a'ong the spt~cimen .nd is
greatest at early ticne~ -Ien the strrin acceleration is greatest. MV.41en aru!
Green8 have fournd4 1'hnt for mc,-t of the testing time ir the majority of the
difference betwsen che two 6str;-!s-tine curve5 at the specimer-a~r miniofaces is
less than I or 2 percer.'. ý',ajiak and H~auser~ hve also Atudled Lii': variatior. in
conditions along a specim-en tec,:ed in the present manner. Tlh'v concluded tnat
although rather high stress and strain gradients exist i-it~al'y in impacted thin
specimens, the data obtained from !ýach --lxc~iinents %'-, :er~cese:t *7-he average dy-
namic plastic behavior of materials, .4ost recer'tly Jrtsmn-ii 10 carrioc~ out i one-
dimensio~aal wave propagation analyb~s to asse-s the valiaity of the assumption
of the stress uniformity along the spet.irca~ by comparing the original assumed
stress-strain curve with that calculated by ussing the data reduction formula.
suggested by Kolsky. He concluded that the split Hcopkinson bar apparatus when
properly employed can reconstitute thý! stress-strain curve quite well.

1t. PRINCIPLE OF TECHNIQUE

A split Hopkinson bar apparatus (shown schcmaticall y in Figure 1) has been
designed and used to conduct compression tests at strain rates ranizing fror, SO
to 104 in./in./sec. The actual magnitude of the strain rate is governed :,y the
length and strength of the elastic bars and the length and strength of~ the test
specimen.

The principle of the method is that an elastic striker is accelerated down
a barrel byr compressed gas t,_ impact an elas-.ic weigh bar. The resulting stress
wave passes down the wieigh bar, with part of The wave being reflected at the
specimen and part being transmitted into the aiivil bar. Strain gages mounted o~n
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Figure 1. SCHEMATiC OF A SPLIT HOrKINSON BAR APPARATUS

the weigh ba7 anid anvil bar record 0-i wavr- shfalp-s which are analyz(-d to obtain
a ovnami- Avtrss-strain citrve for ",.e test. rt:v.irial by sssuming that the theory
of one-dmcnsioaal wave propagation holds.

IIIA. DESIGN DETAILS

The split Hiopkinson bar apparatus primarily consist of two major sub-systems;.
a str~ess generating system and a stress de~erminarion sy!-tem. Component-, of each
of these sub-systems will be identified and discussed in detail in the following
sections.

1. Stress G~enerating Sysitem

Figure 1 shows that the stress generating system consists of a reservoir,
quick opening valve, launch tube, striker, weigh bar, anvil bar, and momentum



bar, which are coisidered as primary equipment. In addition to the primary equip-
ment, there i. some auxiliary equipment which is also of interest. These two
groups of equipment will be discussed in detail in the following two sections.
Derail drawings of major components are included in Appendix A.

a. Primary Equipment

The reservoir acts as an accumulator for a measured amount of gas under high
pressure. Before each testing, the reservoir is charged to the desired pressure
fros compressed gas cylinders; later during firing, this gas (under pressure) is
suddenly released through a quick-opening valve into the launch tube and behind
the striker. Expansion of this gas behind the striker accelerates it down the
launch tube. The reservoir, launch tube, and striker thus constitute a unified
system for conv2rting potential gas energy into useful striker kinetic energy.
It is assumed as a first approximation for design purpose that the gas obeys the
perfect gas laws and that expansion occurs adiabatically. Furthermore, it is
assumed that the amount of energy loss in the system is negligible. Thus a rela-
tionship among the pressure, volumes, velocity, and mass may be obtained by equat-
ing the potential erergy of gas and the kinetic energy of the striker.

Potential Energy of Gas = Kineti.. Energy of Striker

plVj - POVO msVs2

where po = Initial gas pressure

P, a Final gas pressure

VO = Initial gas volume

V, = Final volume expanded gases

ts = Mass of striker

vs Final velocity of striker

• k =Specific heat ratio

F It should be noted here that for actual application, a calibration of gas
pressure versus velocity of the striker was conducted. Using the above approxi-
mations as a starting point however, the reservoir-launch tube-striker systemwas designed.

•i The reservoir was designed with sufficient capacity (volume and pressure)

to accelerate the striker to a maximum, velocity of 115 fps. This reservoir was
made of double extra strong (XX strong) steel pipe rated at 3,000 psi (static,
nonshock), 4-inch nominal pipe size, 3.15 inch II) by 14 inches long and threaded
at both ends. Threaded 900-lb flanges were fitted on each end of the pipe Vnd
the chamber was closed with 900-lb reducing ýlanges which reduced the inlet and
outlet connections to 1-inch diameter. The reservoir volume, including the end

3



flanges was approximately 145 cu in. The maximum anticipatad operating pressure
was ZOO psi. This would theoretically produce a striier velocity of 115 fps. A
safety pressure-rontrol valve in the supply line was s':t to actuate at 205 psi.

The reservoir is connected to the launch tube through a short length of
1-inch pipe and a quick-opening valve. This valve, also 1-inch ID, is a two-%ay
(one inlet and one outlet) through-flow solenoid activated valve, It is designed
to operate between 0 and 300 psi and is normally in the closed position. When
activated, it opens fully in 32 msec to allow full and unrestricted flow from
reservoir to laninch tube.

The !aunch tube is used during the firing cycle to product controlled ex-
pansion - one-dimensional expansion - of the propellant gas accompanied by accel-
eration and displacement of the striker. The striker and the tube form a close
fit with a 0.001-inch clearance on the diameter, minimizing propellant leakage
and providing guidance for the striker. In the tube, the striker is accelerated
to its final velocity (depending on the gas pressure) in the first 65.5 inches of
16avel. At a point 65.5 inches from the rear ",breech': end, the launch tube is
:ented t. atmosphere. Ten diametrically opposed relief holes, five on a side,
0.25 inch in diameter and 2 inches on centers, are used to relieve the propellant
pressure. This allows the striker to travel the remaining distance at an essen-
tially constant velocity before it impacts on the reigh bar.

impact between striker and weigh bar should occur on a plane normal to the
deeired direction of stress propagation. To accomplish this purpose, the striker,
near the end of its travel must be properly aligned with the weigh bar. The
launch tube with its rugged walls and close fit on zhe striker provides the nec-
esbaxy alignment and assures proper impact conditions. It has been calculated
that impact occurs with a maximun angular error of 0.04 degree.

The laznch tube was made of annealed 4340 steel ef 3 inches OD and 1 inch ID.
This I-inch wall thickness was prescribed more from straightness requirements
than from strength requirements - a thick-walied tube is mechanically more stable
than a thin-walled tube. The ID was honed to a surface finish of 16 mizroinches
to reduce friction and wear. The tube and striker were initially coated with
liberal amounts of oil to further reduce friction. It was subsequently found (in
calibration tests) that too much oil caused excessive variations in striker ve-
locities. Consequently, only a slight amount of oil is now applied to the
striker and none to the tube.

The striker is the device used to convert the potential energy of the gases
into useful kinetic energy (striker velocity) and subsequently, via impact, con-
verted into strain energy in the weigh bar. The expansion of gases in the launch
tube behind the striker accelerates it to a high velocity. During this period of
acceleration, the bearings of the striker act as obturators to seal off the tube
and retain the gases. The acceleration period ends when the striker passes the
tube vents. Thereafter, the striker travels at essentially constant velocity.
It is during this period of constant velocity and before impact that subsequent
velocity measurements are made.

4



At the enc of its trave.l, the striker ir ,acts thc iejgh l-ar. r i imjpact
produces a stress wave, originating at the stxiker..wtiqh i, jr itterface and propa-
gating into the bars in oppos to direc.'ion;i wi -h a : peo-, c a Ite•il con,;tant.

By assuming that one-dimTcnsconnl ,,.ve thtcry holds, the ;,s tion of the

wave front at anytime is expressed by t*:e follo-dn; equation:

x. ct L2)

where x distance, measured from interf-ce

C wave speed

t = time.

The stress wave which originatedl at 'he interface was coivpre:;sional this
wave travels down the striker, reflects off the ri~ar surfx~ce at a tension wave
and returns to the interface. Since tensio'i canno, bI,. transmi'ted across the
interface, impact ceases. The period oý wio 'tre.wa.,,e generated is given by:

21 21
C

where Tr period of pulse

L length of striker.

The stress produced in the weigh ba- afte;- impart by the striker is related
to the striker velocity and t06 areas of bota -.trikea and weigh bar. Thesc rela-
tions, although admittedly inexact,'! gibe a r..asonable approyimation to the

* actual stress.
2A

a (4)wb A +A Is Wb

ocV
r 2g(S

where Cwb stress in weigh bar

= stress in striker.

- The striker is essentially a cylindricnl rod, a :-roxi-i3,,-ly 1 in.zh in dipmetcr
and 15 inches long fitted wi-h bearings fore an,! aft. -I e forward bearing of

__• • the striker is recessed approximately 2 inches .. rori the btrikipg surface to allow
the striker to protrude beyond the tube at impact.

- striker, together with a weigh bar, anvil bar, and momeistum traf;, to be
described later, constitute a set. These sets are made ct: the same material and
are used to test materials of lower yield strength. The presevt set was made of
4340 steel, heat-treated to a hardness of Re 41.- At this -ardn,2ss, it nas a
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yield strength of 175,000 psi. A striker with velocity of 100 fps will produce
a pulse with maximum stress (in the weigh bar) of 155,000 psi for a duration of
150 microsecond.

The speciven is incated between the weigh bar and anvil bar. The weigh bar
together with the anvil bar constitute a link between the stress producing sys-
tem and the stress determination system. Both bars are instrumented with strain
gages, to measure strain and both bars are subjected sequentially to the stresses
produced at impact. The momentum trap on the other hand is not instrumented. It
is used to eliminate stress reflections and stress build-ups via reflections. It
is also used to conduct energy out of the system.

The layout of the striker, weigh bar, specimen, anvil bar, and momentum trap
is shown Figure 1. These bars must be in correct alignment for proper opera-
tions. Consequently, these three bars: weigh, anvil, and momentum trap, ride in
close fitting sleeve bearings supported by adjustible ring clamps. The complete
assembly, launch tube, weigh bar, anvil bar, and momentum trap are accurately
aligned at installation and periodically checked thereafter to assure alignment.

All bars are 20 inches long and have the same diameters, between 0.3750
inch and 0.3745 inch and all are straight within 0.0005 inch/ft. This straight-
ness requirement is associated with the alignment problem and helps to eliminate
bending stresses in the rods and specimen. The ends of all rods (except the im-
pact end of the weigh bar) are machined normal to the rod axi3. One end, the
impact end, of the-weigh bar is rounded with a spherical radius of 10 inches to
accommodate anymisalignment between strider and weigh bar. The planarity caused
by this rounded end is less than 5 nanosecond.

b. Auxiliary liquip-ment

Certain parts of the Hopkinson bar apparatus serve subordinate roles, i.e.,
roles which do not atfect the primary operating characteristics of the device.

-These parts include stoppers, bumpers, vacuunt pumps, catchers, etc., and are con-
sitered auxiliary equipment which will be gruuped together and described in this
section.

The stoppers are rubber cylinders used to decelerate the rods when the test
is finished. After a limited amount of travel, approximately 1/4-inch, these
stoppers, which are attached to the rods, engage bumpers which prevent their fur-
ther travel. At this time, the primary stress wave has already passed the stop-
rers. Subsequent operation of the stoppers depends on the development of
sufficiently large frictional forc-es between stoppers and rods to decelerate the
rods. (Since the frictional process is dissipative, this method also absorbs
energy and re-duces rebound of the rods.) The frictional forces previously men-
tioned are derived from the large radial forces existing between the rods and
stoppers produced by clamps on the stoppers. (It should be noted here that the
stoppers are located beyond the specimen and gages so that even if the wave form
is affected by the clamping 3ction it does not affect the test results.) With

� the constraints men:ioned above, the rods move approximateiy 1 inch through the
stoppers at the maximum allowable stress of 150,000 psi, before finally coming
to a stop. The stoppers are slit rubber cylinders, 1-1/2-inch OD 3 3/8-inch ID,
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and approximately 2 inches long with a 1/16.inch longitudinal slit on the side to
allow for clamping c-ompress-ion. These stoppers are secured to the rods with ad-
justable clamps which can be tightened to c-mpress the s~doper on the rod. The
bumpers are flat rectangular pl&Zes which are held in the vertical positions by
heavy angle clamps attacned to the foundation. A S/4-lnch-.diamcter hole nearSthe top cc-ntez oil the bumpers allows the rcdb to protrude dhrougl,, yet restricts
the stoppers to limited travel.

An additional safety feature, a catcher, is located at the extreme limit
of travel of the momentom trap. This catcher is used to decele~ate the moving
systems: striker, weigh bar, anvil bar, and monmentum trap, in the event of
stopper failure. It consists of a hollowed out steel cylinder, open at one end
and partially closed &I the opposite end. The catcher is filled with lead sheet

Wy which compacts when struck by the morentum trap. Ate catcher is threaded at one
end and supported in " plate similar to the buripers.

At the end of each test, the striker remains at the muzzie end of the tube.
Before each test, it must be returned to the breech und of the tube. To accom-

W gplish this retrieval, a vacuum pump is attached to the breech end to evacuate
the tube. To maintain the vacuum, a sleeve is Loved over the vent holes and the
striker is returned to its starting position by the pressure differential -
atmospheric versus vacuum.

A stopper valve, located at the breech end of the tube is used to limit
the return travel of the striker. This valve is always open during firing and
cloeed during striker recovery. (The valve is so designed that it never cioses
completely, a small vent always remains open,)

Ring clamps are used to support and align the tube and bearings. These
* clamps allow up to 1-1/2 inches of adjustment in the horizontal or vertical di-

rection. After aiignment, the screws of the ring clamps are locked in place by
double nuts.

2. Stress Determination System

The main component of the stress determination system is the strain gage.
Semiconductor strain gages (BIAI-SN'M3-06-12S6) are chosen to eliminate the magneto-
strictive effect which is often observed in tests when foil or wire gagtcs are
used. The gage has a length of 0.06 inch. The symbol 'N" in the catalog number
stands for negative strain sensitivity. Gages with this property are more sensi-
tive than those with positive strain sensitivity when the strain exceeds 4,000
micrcinch/in.

Strain gages are cemented with Eastma. 910 cement on both weigh bar and
anvil bkr. Since gages ari repeatedly subjected to impact, certain precautions
must be taken to prevent ga-e failure. The gage output wire is a three conductor
STC-30V-3RWB wire witit a resistance of 0.04 ohm/ft. Leads of the gages are
looped and wrapped lightly with two layers of wax-coated hatness lacing. The
output wires are wrapped ciqhtly with six layers of lacing. All the lacing i3
covered with a V" -al coating of Duco cement,

in~S%7
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If V Three sets of strain gages are used in the set up; two of them are placed
at 1/2 inch from the specimen faces, and the other one is 1-3/4 inch from the
impact end of the weigh bar. Each gage set consists of tio gages mounted on op-
posite sides of the bar so resistance change due to bending Kill be cancelled.

A potentiometer circuit (Figure 2) which gives -an essentially constant Cur-
rent of 0.01 ampere is used in this measuring system. The circuit consists of a

Spower supply and a noninductive ballast resistor ef 20,000 ohms. A- set of gages
is connected to the resistor in series. When the Rages are under strair, the
change of resistance (in the gages) will affect the voltage across the gages.
The change of the voltag' is then recorded on the oscilloscopes, The voltage
output versus time may be converted to stress versus time by using the following
'calibrations:

a. Stress Bar (Gage) Calibration

Each set of gages on either weigh bar or anvil bar is calibrated statically
on a Tinius-Olsen Machine to obtain load versus the change in resistance of gages
by using a General Radio impedance bridge. The stress (load'/area of bars) versus
resistance is fitted with a thi-.d-degree polynomial. Since the weigh bar andI anvil bar always remain in the elastic region, the static calibration is appli-
cable in the dynamic condition.

b. Oscilloscope Gain

A decade resistance box is placed in series with the strain gages. When
the decade box is set at different resistance levels, the oscilloscope beam is
deflected accordingly and recorded on Polaroid film. Thus, a calibration curve
of centimeters defiection gainst change in strain-gage resistance is obtained
for each gage-oscilloNope system.

The oscilloscopes are triggered by a trigger and delay system (Figure 1).
The systam consists of a crystal pinducer (VP-1093-3'4), a Monsante model 300 A
Pulse Generator and a time delay generator. As the striker impacts the weighbar. a stress wave is genereted and travels through the weigh bar. When thecrystal, which is cemented near the impact end of the seigh bar, is pressurized,

a voltage is produced. This voltage
triggers the first scope and sends a

osolIOcOP triggering output to the pulse genera-

Stialn tor, which in turni sends a triggering
Gallespulse of -2v to the time delay genera-

tor. The time delay generator has
power -three power inputs and three output
supply - channels. The outputs are pulses from

ST capacitor discharges. Rise time of the
pulse is abouat 500 nanoseconds and theBallast peak amplitude is greater than 50 volts.
Each channel has a separate, adjustable

PT CCdelay ranging from 3 microseconds to 2
milliseconds to trigger a scope trace atF~pirt 2. POTENT!OMETER CIRCUIT a specific time during a test.



MAI, AN SIS OF [FST RESULTS

-For evýei- t'est conducted', three wave forms are measured, n~amely: incident
tiave, resultant Of inLident ankd reflected waves, and tranismitted wave. Figure 3
shows a set of typical Polaroid pictures obtained from a test. The top-picture
is the incident w.v recoyded from the set of strilin gages near the impact end
off the weigh bar, The top trace of the bottom picture is the resultant of inci-
dent and reflecte4 waves from the weigh bar strain-gages near the specimen, and
the bottom trace is the transmitted wave from the anvil bar gages. Such Polaroid
records are converted to divital representation using a Telereader coupled with
an 1I0t kWv punch. This digital representation is then changed to stress versus
time Iny Using the proper scale factors, which consist of the measured oscillo-
scope gain and a cur~ve of stress versus change in gage resistance, obtained by
statically loading e~ach bar on a linius-.Olsen tesxing machine. Once these stress-
iMe curves are obtained, the analysbiv to determine the dynamic stress-strain
relation of a samrr.le will proceed on the assumption that the strain in both weigh
bar and anvil bar aiwava. remains elastic and that the theory of one-dimensional
propagatdtio holds.

1. De-ternmination-of Conditions or, Both Specimen Faces

Based on the condition of continuity$ the st.ress and particle velocity in
the elas~tic bars (weigh bar and anvil bar) at the interfaces should be the samne
as those in the specimen. Thus, if the ntress-time histories in the elastic
bars at the interfaces are obtained, the dynamic stress-strain relation of a
specimen is automatically determined.

BF Elastic, Incident Wave

a 20 psec/cm, 100 mtilivoltS/cm (10.00W psi/cm)

100-0 Aluminumr
0.375-In.-Diarneter X 0.500-inA.-ong Specimen
20p5sec/cm. 100 millivolts/cm (~10.000 psi)

-25 F e 2. SPLIT IPOPKIr4SC? B3AR
Bpi ;COMPRESSION TEST (0.375.fNCH

DiAMETER X 18-INCH LONG
WEIGH BAR AND AN VIL BAR)

9



The elastic wave motion in a long rod may be shown on a Lagrange or xt-
diagram, (Figure 4) where x gives th. -position on the red and t the time.- By us-
ing the method of characteristics, it can be shown that the characteristic lines
in x,t space, along which che stresses mad particte velocities are related by total
derivatives, are dx/dt = ± c, where c is the bar speed of sound. The correspond-
: ng characteri -.ic relations along these lines ar do p pcdv respectively, where
o is density, v is particle velocity and oais stress at point. After integra-V; tion, the relations may be ihown as follows:- -

ex/dt _c 0: PCV = 2ax (6)

dx/dt -c : -a-+ Pcv = 26 (7)

where a and 0 are censtants. Hence, at a point -here two such lines intersect

and Pcv a + 6. (9)

Now consider the Lagrangian diagran f•iguire 4) relevant tn the present experimentalS arrangement. The incident wave produced by the impact is measured by gage set A.

Before the reflected wave travels back from the interface 1, the test is con-
sidered complete. In this situation, B 8 0. Equa.tions 6 and 7 show that

A At)= Pc VA(t) c= (t) '10)

where aA(t) and VA(t) are the measured stress and particle velocity at tlue t.
Since this is 3n elastic wave and it is assumed that the theory of one-dimensionel

t

a (t LL
it

Striker Weigh Bar 81 2 Anvil Bar
Test Specimen

10



tokwa'xc propag~ation holds, the-incident wave is expected to travel from section A
'to -1ction- B without changing its shape. As the ir~cident wave reaches the inter-
face 1, part of -the wave LIs reflected. in this case a ý 0 and, at any time t,
the value of S at sectioa B is given by- Equation 8 as

cl(t) a c(t) -. aA~ -(t) aIi W -

where a(t) is the stress measured by the weigh bar gag~e set 8 at time t. Thus
thZ hisfory, of, 'stress a an particle velocity v at the interfree 1 can be deter-
mined easily since, for any point on section 1

CI(t ) = (t )-62t 23 O= a ( t 2-Itt1 )t 2AI (1?)
g 9 A Atgi-OA(tg+2t]4B t+2t

and ov1 (t) ~>t Y~~t *~t 1 )= aft +o(t +2Atl)-a (t +2AtI) (3AF~kg gn )V~ ~tf 1a~ 2t) C A .g )ag A

where At. is the tipme for wave traveling from section B to section 1, rind t8 is
_ the time szale-with-origin at the time wher. the wave front just reaches gage

set B.

Figure_-4-also shows that, until the arrival of the iefirýcted unloading
wave from the end of the anvil bar at section C, the gagL set. C in the anvil bar
records, with a small time delay, thtý stress and particle velocity on the
-interface 2.

02(t ) a(t +At2 ) (14)
g cg9

wihere 4.t2 is the tire for wave traveling from section 2 to section C.

2. Dynamic Stress-Strain Relation

To obtain a dynamic stress-strain curve, a mean stress-time curve is

obtained by -averaging the stress-time curves for the two specimen faces, i.e.,

11~i(tg)+02 (tg)(5

Also, the average strain rate in the specimen at any time is given by

twhereCi th seimenle ngth, ndvit an V2gae h particle velocities-

then otie yitgaino qain1

S& 1
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From the histories of miean stress, Equation IS and mean strain, Equation 17, the
dynamic stress-strain relation is found by pirating stress against strain at -or-
responding times. A computer program has been written to provide a rapid method
for computing the average strtess-, strain-time nib"ory in the specimetn of inter-
est. A listing of the code is given in-Appendix B.

V. TEST RESULTS ANlD CONCLUSION~S

In order to verify the entire apparatus, two well characterized aluminum
alloys- were tested. One of them was 6061-16 alteainrýn which has been determined

t to -be ztrairt-rate insen~sitive at ratcs up to 103 irh./in./sec. Th e other material
Wa~s 1100-0 alumintum which -was ch'nsen bc-cause of its widespread use in strain-rate
sensitivity testing. Resalts of 1These two materials were in good agreement with
thcxe obtained be other invettip-toes.

g ~ Figure S shows tht resul~ts for 6061-T6 aluminum which is an intermediate
L strength wrought aluminum alloy. _The- results at eacaI -strain rate (average rates)

are plot-td as a succession of points, rather than lines,-in oreer-6i discrimi-
nate between the.- various strain rates, It is noticed that results in Figure 5IF show clearly that 6061-T6 aluminum is strain-rate insensitive urp to strain rate
of 103 in./in./sec. It is also shown that the yield stress in compression is
about 42,000 psi..

K___The stress-strain strain~-rate curves for 1100-0 aluminum are presented in
Figure 6. The results indicate that 1100-C aluminum-is, rate sensitive. The-
yield stress is abouz 4,000 psi. Many investigators have obtained dynamic

Rs- str~ss-strain curves for 1100-0 aluminum alloy; some of the rosults are obtained
Wý - In compression (or tension) and others are in torsion. Rasults obtained under

-thes.a two stress states are not directly comparable, hiowever, 'if the Mises cri-
terion is applicable anJ the material is assumed to be incompressible, resuits
-from colmpression tests and torsion tests can be plotted an the same graph bv
multiplyirg the shear stress in torsion tests by v' n ~~g tesersri
by the same amount. Figure 6 show3 the comparison of the present results of
1100-0 aluminum at r~ites of 700'00%900/sec with two typical dynamic stress-strain

Vi ~ curves obtained by Green et al.* in comprestion. and Duff e-- al. 12 in torsion. It
is noticed that results are in good agreement.

Agreement in the results of 1100-0 and 6061-T6 alumirnum alloys with those
*tained by other investigat'ers has conicludt-d theveriffication oGt4 deino
the split 11opki-sson bar appratus in compression -and the computer program which
is used to analyze the data. The tension and shear test rodes of-tie split
Hopkinson bar apparatus are in the procesa of design. _Theyv will also be-verified
and employed in characterization of materials in the future.

*Gren, F.J.,,Shi erloh, F. L., and Babccck, S. G. Unpublished results.
General Motors Corpiora~tion. 11396
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0 GREEN* et al 800 sec 1  *See footnote on page 12.
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F APPENDIX A. DETAIL DRAWINGS

Figure A-1. Tube

Figure A-2. Weigh Bar, Anvil Bar, Striker, and
Striker Bearings

Figure A-3. Rings - Support, Sleeve, and Bearing

Figure A-4. Stopper Valve CerIponents

figure A-5. Stopper Valvw Components

14
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20" + 1/64" A- 0

16 (16 16>_ _ __ _

10"05' R A 0.0005" a

A

a. weigh Bar - Material: 4340 Steel b. Anvil Bar and M

7/8 x 21

'" e II" I

W- EII II
FA 0.0005" II II

7/ 2 ,c Striker - Matejriai: 4340 Steel 1.0G00

0.005" I

AssembIe on striker
before fifish machi'iIlg

Figure A-2. WEIGH BAR, AfCVIL BIAR. STRtIKER. AND STRIKER BEA÷



I Cid

IAO.05 t. r.

20" 1 1/64"

____ ___ ____ ___ ____ ___16

I A 0.0005

b. Anvil Bar and Momentum Trap - Material: 4340 Steel

7/8 x 20 Thtread

II II)Z....,.#4 Flat head screws
If 30, 4 Holes

1.00 it -i

0 I__ Cut after holes are drilled

I f - , -4] - Keep to ninimumci1/4"3A 9
Registering

•.0005" Diameter 0.800"

Deep 1.000 - 0.005 Assemble on stiker

i0o0.811 before finish machining
•: 1.0050"

0.50

Assemble on striker
before finish machining

4 holks

cd. Striker Bedrings - Material: Brass

R. ANVIL BAR, STRIKER, AND SrRIKER BEARiNGS.
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APPENDIX 8. LISTING OF COMPUTER PROGRAMI

MAIN PROGRAM

NRLIN -numbter of cases
TEMP --temperature of test
TESTN - test number
PRES - chamber pressure

FNCPLOT - control for stress-time plots
STPLOT - control for strtes-strain plot
SL - sptecimeru length

tRHO - density of elastic bars
E - modulus of zltgstic bars
SPOIA - srecimen diameter
NUJ Poissons ratio in plastic region
BOIA -diameter of elastic bars
XB distance of gage set B from specimen interface
XC - distance of gage set C from specimen interface
iT - final time of test
TINC - increments of time~

C - wave speed in the elastic bars
CON - constant used in determining particle velocity

S T11 - time required for wave o travel from set B to interface
I TC - time required for wave to travel from set C to interface
SIGMAW - stress in weigh bar
SIGMAA - stress in anvil bar
SIGMA - average specimen stress
VW - particle velocity in weigh bar
VA - particle velocity in anvil bar
-TEDT - strain ratpo
EPS - strain in specimen l
$PW - time measured for interface
'XWP - time transfer from gage set B to interface and return
TAP - time transfer from gage set B to gage set C
SETWM - stress in set A at TVM
SWW - stress in seth Bat bWP
SETI(P - stress in set A at Thr

CATAP - stress in anvil bar at TAP
DSIA area ratio between specimen and elastic bars

SUBROUJTINES* CALAg CALB, '.,iLC

T -time
N - number of points on oscilloscope traces
XSCALE - time bceween time-mark pips
YSCALE - volts/div on scopes
ABCD - coefficients of polynomial to change from voltage to &tress
XXA* - number of units between time mark pips
YYA* - number of units between divisions on trace

9P, ~ FJA,GA* - zeros the Xand Yaxis
TAI - time on the traces
SAE - stress on the trace at time TA
STA - stress on the trace at time T

Last le.ter refets to the gage set.

-- •XXA* - nmberof nitsbeteen imemarkpip



PROGRPAM Mopt INPUT souipul I

DIMENSM0N STA200)tSf(OISC20
01'eEftbION SIc1 ~t2wzoo StGNAAIZOO .SIONA(200 .VOI2oo *VAI20C)?
lODlot200) .EPSEZOO) .85410) IPLOTIO*.9j
CCNMN TV .t.CPL0ToTt4

C NUMBER OJF STACKE), RUNS
R_ REA6~ 67,NRU?4

O0 !009 II!:Id4RUm
PRINT 9

c TEXPERtTURE: APED TEST NMBNER
fCEAD h8.TEhqD.TESTP4

-C CHANOI.R PRESSURE
BEAD -67oPBES

C **foo* :4CPL0T~l PLOT TINE STRESS 00STPLOTxl STRESS STRiAIN PLOT
READ 6?.ftCPLOTeSTPi.OT

C SPECIMNC LENGTH PO!SSD.%S RATIC, OAR VA)CM0S SPEC* DIAOXTER
f RKEAD 1,SLsMHd9EsSP`VIA

C NJ PLASTIC POISSOPES rATIOfUSuAIL¶r ZERO FOR ENG. STRESS OAR DIAMETER
READ bl*NUecDOIA

C DISTANCE FROM GAGE SET 8 TO SPECIMEN INTERFACE SET C TO INTERFACE
READ 1.Z.Xa c

C FINAI, TIME TIPCE INCREMENT
READ 6I.TE~ftC

C C04MENT CARO
READ 13.f88(l).I1.cl1g)

IFORMATI5E'5.?)
13 FRM7AI(1OAS)
61 "ý NATl5F10.S)
67 FOR14AII4'151

68 XC2MATtlivA8sSl
CON-IOIEROOCICNPT 041rPR I'. 10Z

102 FrORRATtlx.* HOPCZNSON BAR TEST RESULT5 9oil//I
PRINT 103.TESTN,*TEMP9PRE5

103 F3RMATtIIA. TESI NM~lbER **Ail*/I* TEMP.ErATEJNE 2 .S/. CHASMA
I PRLS54URE z tol5o* PSI *-If)

PRINT 104.sLsql4OoEsSPDIA
104 ORA(X0SPEr.1MEN LEFE6ln a 09 Fl.4o* Ift~E5 6*1I' ELASTIC $A*

I DENSITY *,3 .. / ELASTIC BAR NCJtiLUS z *lPf12#So* PSI**/Is
S0~PEClIMEN DIAMETER z *%PF?.4sf INCHES *oil

PRINF T il. TEDITPEEBENN pGEST AD H SEIMNINE
Ill FDRJ4ATtIE,' ELAS7IC BAR DIARETE,) a *46.4.' MU a #v48.3%II)

PaInT IoSvXB.Tlb

IFAEtC' F?*4.0 INChES *i1/~s TME TINE BETWEEN GAGE SPETCIAND INT
ZE SPCIMAND IATERSET C *.F?*3*' MICROSECONDS to//$

IPRINT EO~tXCsTCO
106 FORMATIIX** T14E WISANCE SiEED N THE ELASTIC 8A INTERFCESAn GACGES

1!; PER SECOND '.I*THE PARTICLL VELOCITY CONSTANT *%GPEIZ*6*//)
PaINT 109

t0$ FORNATtII/.' CONVENTS go//)
PRINT !)6(85b1114:.o)o
CALL CALIT.bTA)
CAL'.. CALTsSSI)
CALL CAL04.ýTC)
TFlTF-TINC*Z9

J~ICotI 040
S$ciTAO(11:0.fl CMPT-081
5IG)MAAWI1 0.0 CNPT 012
SIG"Al 11 :). CAPT 083
VO(l120.0 CMPT 014
VA(I)=O.0 C"PT Q85
DEOT(11=0*0 COPT 088
EPS1lI:0.O CMPT 090

KL=2 COPT 091
Ib?:: CNPT 092
PRINT 9

9 FDY'~AAT11#41
PRINT ts
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6 FCRMATftd1,* 1:1Ei STES 5RAIM STRAIN. RATE
I malCMI STke.SS A;#VIL SIAMS ItEIGH VEL ANVIL VEL *./I)
Dji 400 1=29*4

tIFlTfII.1)*C'sT* TF WM TO 410 CA4PT 120
jzjolCMPT 130

TwPxT(I:*TTb&2.
ikE IAPzT(13.TT C62.

I.ITW14 .0t.O.OI GOi TO 170CNl6
SETWPI =0., COPI 162
60 TC 230 C14PT 163

170 DO 220 K:KL.4% CMPT 170
IFtTIKi *LEo INV) 60 TO 210 C04PT 1o0
CALL LN.qETK1)-ihf('t.STA(K-1).5TAIK).Tk".bE1WM)
60 TO 230 C14PT 200

9210 KLzKL.1 CIOPT 210
220 CONTINUE CAPT Z20
230 00 270 KsKL.Nf C491 230

If 171K) .LE* TWP) 60 TO 210 CX91 240
CALL L1tRTCK-1).T(K)4S1IBK-1).5TS1Ui.!WP.SWThP)
CALL LN2ItT1K-1).TiK).ST.'tK-13.5TA6K),ThPoETIOPI
GO TO 216) C9$PT 260

27c CON1INUE CNPT 270
ZO0 00 300 KxKLofN 0491 280

IFIT(K) *LE* TAP) 6O TO 300 CNPT 290
CAXL LNlA (1(K-1).Y(K).STC(K-I),6?CIK),TAP.SATAP)
Gv TO 310 CAPT 292

300 CONTINUE Co497 300
310 CONTINUE

Vw(J):CONIO iETWlM.5E1TP-5wTvlP) C~cT 34.0
VA I J: COftSAIAP CM97 350
OEOTl4):4Vý!(4)-VAlJ)li/St CK91 360

DS~t~z0.5IT(.1)TCI)tCE0Tj)~E0TS-I))e.0E.6CNPT 361
£9544) :EP~tj-l .OSTAN C491 370
OOrAz(801A3*.Z/4 SPOIA*e2e1*t..'i*EPSu ..*Zt
:P1GN4.AA(J)SAIAP
SIG$4AuI4): itTw#S945TuP-SETNP)
2101A44)z0.5.CSIGPeAW(J) .SI(&AAI4) )'DDIA
PRINT 774J),SIGN4A4J),EPSIJI,0E0TIJ),bIGMlAW(J),51GNAA(J),VWIJ).VA(

7 FPRAATI (X,515.1,F1O.0.gF1&.g.V.5.0.1-CX.F iO.Oc9XK.~~oFIO.*1Xel/)
400 C~hT.ItUE CIAPT 400
410 CONTINUE

IFISZPLOT.EOtO 60 TO 1009
* PRINT 9

YMAX20.
0O 19 121,4
IF45143NAfD#GT*YXA)C) Tl4AX:SI"MA4

19 CONTINUE
00 21 1121990

21 IPLOT(Itot)x0.0

Dx: .001
NZ:YMAX/t 25.088.)
DY: (40.I *25
00 20 I:?..I

tiV.N.40 I.CO) 00 T0 20
N%=90o-SIGMA(D)/DY*#S
IPLOI(%tIlNz)iFLOTfftN.1).1

IPLOT tnNl.K) :mp
20 CONT INWE

00 22 JJx1.~iD
IF(IPLOTlJJ*I1*%E*r 0 6 0 TO 24

19 T 22
*24 00 23 %KX=1ZOO

NIPL0T:IPLOT 4443) 1*
00 4,1 Im2%%IPLOT
OSIPLOT 144.1)

-'41 s3ji'4A'4M)21NO
PRINT 32*f5IGPA(II).IzlIOO)

22 CONTIIUE
00 46 1:1.100
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%-Z PRiNT 3Z.QvJC6MAt11.l1±*I00)
32 FGmMAT(Zwi V'.100A!)
3 t F3R.XAT(2H4 Y)

KEE1009 CONI M~UE
E-40 C06PT t

5*:*8ROTIP'E CAL(T*9A)

a:_ODftENbION STA120C0
OXO A(20O *YA (200)*FAQ20Q) Si-AtcOO

COMMON TPef4CPLUI.TI'.C
C "iEER OF DATA POINTS TIME SETTING 0ON SCOPE VO1.TA(#E SETTIhG

READ 1.%,XSCALE*YSCALE
rC POLYROM~IAL CUJRVE MOM0 fAQN VOLIAGE TO STRESS

r READ 2.A.LiC*D*EZ
C DISTANCE TO TIME CC*4VEPSION DISTANCE TO VOLTAGE CC-.VERSIO0-

READ S*XXAsVVA
ASK:-h
Y44AX=O.
00 4 1:1.14
READ 3*XA(I)*YA1Z)

3 ;:O4MAT(3F5*0J
TAC II FA( I)* XSCALE/IXXAI ~GAfII :GA( I)*YSCALE/YYA

IF(SA4).uT.MA v%3ytX=SAfI)
4 CONTINUE

IrF.1CPL0T.fu.0) 6O TO 99

87 f ORS'AT (a 7ME ST&ESS VALUES FOR OiAGE SET A *01i/I
F~ATIhc=o12M

17 Tt~ 1lXA~tl lj s:~lO

DO 12 K--1.2aj
ZE12 XA(K)z1H

1 A I J) = 1H

9 CýýNTI NUE

LI FOR*4AT(1A*24 100.3,
I FýlRMAT(15*3I093)

5 FOR4AM(FIOo5)
99 TT-O.

L;: 9I 1200

IF(TAfII-1.EO.TT) 60 TO 10t
I~fTAili.GT.TT Go TO g0
C-3 TO 91

90 CALL LP4RITA(I-1.TlAII-.*SAUCISAI).$t)TTSIGAI

STAIJI:510A
GO TO 103

101 !(j):-TA2-1)
STACJJ :SMt 11

;03 CC*4tlII.UE

IF(J*-5T.I001 GO TO Orp
TT%!T*TinC

lf(TT*GT* TF$ GO TO 61
IF ITZ.;.!.AI) GC, TO 90

89 .5%1I.WE
R E TUR
END

SUBROUTINE Lh~fXfI-.E2Yl*VZ.XPRYPR)

RETZJft1
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